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Abstract: Water storage (WS) is a crucial terrestrial ecosystems service function. In cold alpine regions
(CAR), the cryosphere elements are important solid water resources, but the existing methods for
quantitatively assessing WS usually ignore cryosphere elements. In this study, a revised Seasonal
Water Yield model (SWY) in the Integrated Valuation of Ecosystem Services and Trade-offs (InVEST),
which considers the effects of frozen ground (FG) and snow cover (SC) on WS, was employed
to estimate the spatiotemporal distribution and changes in WS in the Three-Rivers Headwaters
region (TRHR) from 1981 to 2020. Sensitivity analyses were conducted to understand the overall
effects of multiple factors on WS, as well as the dominant driving factors of WS change at the grid
scale in the TRHR. The results show that (1) the WS in the TRHR generally increased from 1981 to
2020 (0.56 mm/year), but the spatial distribution of WS change varied greatly, with a significant
increasing trend in the northwest part and a significant decreasing trend in the southeast part. (2) In
the last 40 years, increased precipitation (Pre) positively affected WS, while increased potential
evapotranspiration (ET0) reduced it. Increased permeability caused by degradation of frozen ground
increased WS, while snow cover and LULC changes reduced it. (3) In the TRHR, Pre primarily
affected the WS with the largest area ratio (32.62%), followed by land use/land cover (LULC) (19.69%)
and ET0 (18.49%), with FG being fourth (17.05%) and SC being the least (6.64%). (4) The highly
important and extremely important zones generally showed a decreasing trend in WS and should
be treated as key and priority conservation regions. It is expected that this research could provide a
scientific reference for water management in the TRHR.

Keywords: water storage; spatiotemporal change; driving factors; cryosphere; Three-River Headwaters
Region

1. Introduction

Water-related ecosystem services information is important in the realm of water man-
agement and decision making [1–4]. Water storage (WS) refers to the mechanism and
capacity of ecosystems regarding the interception, infiltration, and storage of precipitation
(Pre) within a specific spatiotemporal scope [5,6]. This enables the fulfillment of internal
water requisites while also furnishing invaluable water resources to external regions, includ-
ing downstream regions [5–7]. WS holds a vital position among the myriad of ecosystems
services, standing as a pivotal indicator reflecting the state of ecosystems. WS change (WSC)
not only wields a direct influence over the condition of natural elements within a watershed
and the processes of the ecosystem but yields an influence on the ecosystems and water
resources of downstream regions indirectly [6,8]. Consequently, quantitatively assessing
the WSC of ecosystems, understanding the relationship between WSC and ecosystem
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processes and human activities in different regions, and conducting spatial division of WS
importance are of great practical significance for optimizing ecological barriers, addressing
climate change risks, and optimizing water resource allocation in downstream areas [9].
Moreover, they provide crucial guidance for regional sustainable development [9].

The methods for quantitatively assessing WS have evolved in accordance with the
comprehension of its significance. Prior to the 1980s, scholars embarked on investigating
the effect of forest ecosystems on water yield (increment or decrement) through field experi-
ments [10]. However, the concept of WS was not clear at this stage. In the 1980s, the concept
of WS in forest ecosystems was gradually clarified. Numerous methods for estimating
WS emerged, predominantly using observation data to estimate the amount of water held
by different layers of forest by simple arithmetic operations [11–14]. Nevertheless, these
methods omitted the hydrophysical processes. In the past decade, scholars have gradually
adopted modeling methods to comprehensively assess the function of WS, and the concept
of WS has gradually been enriched and hydrophysical processes have been considered.
These methods primarily rely on the principle of water balance, but there are still differ-
ences in the definitions of WS. Predominantly employed is the Annual Water Yield model
(AWY) in the Integrated Valuation of Ecosystem Services and Trade-offs (InVEST), with
annual meteorological data as inputs [15]. In some investigations, the output water yield
(Pre minus actual evapotranspiration (AET)) from the AWY has been used directly as
the WS [16,17], while, in others, the output water yield has been modified by combining
topographic indices, saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat) of soil, and velocity coefficient
to derive WS [18–20]. The advantages of the AWY are available data, simple structure, and
easy operation, but the simplification of the hydrological process increased the uncertainty
of the model results [21]. The Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) has also been widely
employed in WS. The results of the SWAT include Pre minus AET and quickflow as WS,
where the quickflow is calculated by the Curve Number method [22–24]. The model has
been popular for WS estimation due to its flexibility, adaptability, and explicit integration of
physical mechanisms that simulate hydrological processes across varying temporal scales.
Nonetheless, SWAT requires detailed data and hydrological expertise, which increases the
difficulty of operation and limits the number of users [21].

In recent years, Stanford University has developed the Seasonal Water Yield model
(SWY) of InVEST, which uses monthly meteorological data as inputs and is similar in
principle to the SWAT model; i.e., the SCS-CN is used to calculate quickflow and operates
based on the water balance method (Pre minus AET and quickflow) to obtain the “potential
baseflow”, and then the contribution of the pixel to the baseflow is calculated based on the
potential baseflow, taking into account the location of the pixel (whether it is a stream or
not), and avoiding the negative value of the water yield caused by the fact that the AET
is larger than the Pre [15]. The SWY has already considered the effects of soil thickness,
permeability, and topography in the first step of distinguishing between quickflow and
baseflow, enhancing the accuracy of the model inputs beyond that of the AWY. Additionally,
it considers the geographical location of the land parcels. The principle of the SWY is similar
to that of the SWAT but easier to operate so that the SWY is a combination of the advantages
of the AWY and the SWAT.

The Three-River Headwaters Region (TRHR) is a pivotal barrier for ensuring the
ecological security of China [25,26]. Analyzing the spatiotemporal changes in WS and
identifying the driving factors behind these changes within the TRHR is essential for
water management. In the TRHR, the cryosphere elements, especially frozen ground (FG)
and snow cover (SC), are largely distributed, which exerted an impact influence on the
ecohydrological processes in cold alpine regions (CAR) [27,28]. However, the previously
mentioned models for estimating WS rarely consider cryosphere elements when applied to
CAR [29–31]. Although some studies have activated the snowmelt module when applying
the SWAT model to the study of WS in CAR, these studies ignored the effect of FG and
did not quantify and analyze the effect of SC on WS [32,33]. Zhao et al. took the TRHR
as an example and incorporated the effects of FG and SC on water amount into SWY by
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using the temperature (Tem) threshold method and degree-day model and revising the Ksat
of FG, respectively [34]. The obtained results were subsequently validated, revealing that
accounting for the effects of FG and SC could enhance the accuracy of the model [34].

In this research, using the revised SWY [34], we aim to (1) understand the spatiotem-
poral distribution and changes in WS in the TRHR from 1981 to 2020; (2) analyze the impact
of individual factors and identify the dominant driving factor behind WSC at the grid scale;
and (3) classify the importance of WS in the TRHR. It should be noted that the process and
ability of ecosystems to store Pre has different names in different studies, such as water
storage, water conservation, water retention, and water holding. In this paper, the term
“water storage” has been selected. Furthermore, we take the amount of WS as the indicator
for evaluating the capacity of WS. Additionally, we excluded water body and glacier data,
which constituted a mere 5.3% of the TRHR.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The TRHR (31◦39′–36◦12′ N, 89◦45′–102◦23′ E) is the largest National Natural Reserve
in China, covering an area of 3.66× 105 km2 on the QTP, which consists of the Yangtze River
Headwater region (YAR), the Yellow River Headwater Region (YER), and the Lantsang–
Mekong River Headwater Region (LAR) [35] (Figure 1a). The prevailing LULC in the
TRHR is predominantly grass, encompassing approximately 71% of the total area, followed
by unused land (19%), water body (5%), and forest (4%). Plowland and urban constitute
smaller portions of the overall landscape, which are less than 1% (Figure 1b). Encompassing
a wide range of elevations, from 2062 m to 6788 m, the study area encompasses extensive
expanses of FG [34].

The TRHR is the headwater region of the Yangtze River, the Yellow River, and the
Lantsang–Mekong River [34]. The water resources of the TRHR are pivotal to water and
food security, economy, and society in the downstream areas, affecting 700 million people
downstream [11]. In recent years, there has been a general decline in water resources within
the Yellow River Basin, and drought events have been frequent in the Yangtze River Basin,
causing extensive economic and ecosystem losses [36–38]. Additionally, the severity of
water scarcity and flooding of the Yangtze River Basin has been escalating progressively [39].
Owing to the distinctive geographic situation and climate conditions, the TRHR exhibits
remarkable fragility, with a harsh natural environment, a modest community structure,
and a limited capacity of ecosystems to withstand disturbance and undergo self-repair [40].
Furthermore, the TRHR holds more significant sensitivity to climate change than the global
average [41]. In the past few decades, due to the impacts of multiple factors, the water–heat
coupling effect on the surface of the TRHR has experienced intricate alterations, resulting
in intricate modifications to the WS, further intensifying the uncertainty of the WS [11,31].

2.2. Datasets

From a usage perspective, two types of data were used: model input data and model
revision data. The model input data include monthly average Pre, monthly average
potential evapotranspiration (ET0), soil group, LULC, monthly rain event, biophysical table
(kc (crop coefficient) and CN (Curve Number)), Digital Elevation Model (DEM), and area
of interest (AOI). Model revision data are soil Ksat data and soil Tem data used to correct
the soil Ksat of FG and the average monthly air Tem used to consider the effect of SC on WS.
The monthly Tem, Pre, and ET0 were interpolated by Anusplin into 1 km × 1 km raster,
and the sources and formats of data, as well as parameters, are shown in Table 1. The
parameters were set based on the research in the TRHR [34].
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Table 1. Data sources and formats used as inputs of the SWY.

Data Inputs Format Source (before Processing into Model Inputs)

Monthly Pre Raster (1 km) China Meteorological Data Service Center (http://data.cma.cn)
(accessed on 1 January 2021).

Monthly ET0 Raster (1 km) China Meteorological Data Service Center (http://data.cma.cn)
(accessed on 1 January 2021).

Annual LULC Raster (1 km) Chinese Academy of Environmental Science Data Center
(https://www.resdc.cn/) (accessed on 5 June 2021).

http://data.cma.cn
http://data.cma.cn
https://www.resdc.cn/
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Table 1. Cont.

Data Inputs Format Source (before Processing into Model Inputs)

Annual Soil Group Raster (1 km)

The soil Tem data was downloaded from the National Tibetan Plateau
Data Center (http://data.tpdc.ac.cn/) (accessed on 5 November
2020) [42].
Hydrologic Soil Group raster (used as the soil group before revision)
and Saturate Hydraulic Conductivity rasters (used to revise the soil
group) from FutureWater
(https://www.futurewater.eu/2015/07/soil-hydraulic-properties/)
(accessed on 4 May 2021).

Biophysical Table) CSV
CN was downloaded from the United States Department of
Agriculture [43].
Kc values were from FAO [44].

Rain Events CSV China Meteorological Data Service Center (http://data.cma.cn)
(accessed on 1 January 2021).

DEM Raster (1 km) Geospatial Data Cloud http://www.gscloud.cn/. (accessed on 5
November 2020)

AOI Vector National Tibetan Plateau Data Center (http://data.tpdc.ac.cn/)
(accessed on 5 November 2020) [45].

Tf
1 - −8 ◦C [46].

T1
1 5 ◦C [47].

T2
1 2 ◦C [48].

TFA (Threshold Flow Accumulation) 1 - 3000
α; β; γ 1 - 1/12; 0.4; 1

1 indicates the model parameters, while the other ones are the inputs of SWY.

2.3. Methods
2.3.1. The SWY and Its Revision

The SWY model follows a similar principle to the SWAT model, wherein the monthly
quickflow is initially computed using the SCS-CN method [15]:

QFi,m = nm ×
(
(ai,m − Si) exp

(
−0.2Si

ai,m

)
+

S2
i

ai,m
exp

(
0.8Si
ai,m

)
E1
(

Si
ai,m

))
×
(

25.4
[mm

in

])
(1)

ai,m =
Pi,m

25.4× ni,m
(2)

Si =
1000
CNi

− 10[in] (3)

E1(x) =
∫ ∞

1

e−xt

t
dt (4)

where ai,m represents the monthly average rainfall depth (in), ni,m denotes rain events, Pi,m
signifies the monthly Pre (mm). Si refers to the maximum potential soil moisture retention
capacity after the onset of runoff (inches). CNi represents the Curve Number. The value
25.4 serves as the conversion factor to convert inches into millimeters (mm).

The annual quickflow (QFi), is the sum of monthly QFi,m:

QFi =
12

∑
m=1

QFi,m (5)

Local recharge (Li) is obtained by water balance principle:

Li = Pi −QFi − AETi (6)

http://data.tpdc.ac.cn/
https://www.futurewater.eu/2015/07/soil-hydraulic-properties/
http://data.cma.cn
http://www.gscloud.cn/
http://data.tpdc.ac.cn/
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AETim = min(PETi,m; Pi,m −QFi,m + αmβiLsum.avail,i) (7)

where Pi represents the annual Pre. Lsum.avail, i refers to the summation of subsurface water
originating from upgradient sources, which has the potential to be accessible at pixel i:

Lsum.avail,i = ∑
j∈{neighbor pixel s draining to pixel i}

pij·
(

Lavail,j + Lsum.avail,j

)
(8)

Lavail,i = min(γLi, Li) (9)

where pij ∈ [0, 1] represents the proportion of flow from cell i to j, while Lavail,i refers to the
available recharge to a pixel. αm, βi, and γ are parameters about topography [34].

In studies that used the SWAT model for modelling WS, the WS is represented by the
“Li”. However, the SWY model incorporates an additional step:

For pixels that are not directly adjacent to the river channel, the cumulative base-
flow (Bsum,i) is directly related to the cumulative baseflow discharged by the adjacent
downslope pixels:

Bsum,i =


Lsum,i· ∑

j∈{cells to which cell i pours}
pij

(
1− Lavail.j

Lsum,j

) Bsum,j
Lsum,j−Li

if j is a nonstream pixel

Lsum,i· ∑
j∈{cells to which cell i pours}

pij if j is a stream pixel
(10)

The cumulative upstream recharge (Lsum,i) is calculated as

Lsum,i = Li + ∑
j,all pixels draining to pixeli

Lsum,j·pij (11)

The baseflow index (Bi) denotes the contribution of a pixel to baseflow. In the case
where Li is negative, Bi is assigned a value of zero. Conversely, Bi is determined by the flow
quantity that exits the pixel and the pixel’s relative contribution to the replenishment process:

Bi = max
(

Bsum,i·
Li

Lsum,i
, 0
)

(12)

According to the model principle, Bi is taken as WS. Model inputs of SWY are shown
in Table 1 and Figure 2.

The model revision consists of two parts: (1) incorporating the effect of FG on WS
by revising its Ksat with soil Tem (Equation (1)), as shown in the blue dashed box of
Figure 2; (2) incorporating the effect of snow melt on WS based on the Tem threshold
method and the degree-day method (Equations (2) and (3)), as shown in the red dashed
box of Figure 2 [34]. Additionally, snow sublimation of the TRHR was estimated according
to the study in northeastern Tibetan Plateau (QTP) [49]. The inputs of SWY and flowcharts
of incorporating the effects of FG (blue dashed box) and SC (red dashed box) on WS are
shown in Figure 2.

k′0 =


k0

k0 × 10−4

0

Ts > 0
Tf ≤ Ts ≤ 0

Ts < Tf

(13)

where k′0 is the s Ksat (cm/d) after revision. k0 is the Ksat (cm/d) before revision. Ts is soil
Tem. Tf is the Tem threshold of soil freezing.

precipitation types


rainfall

sleet (mixed)
snowfall

Ta > T1
T2 ≤ Ta ≤ T1

Ta < T2

(14)
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where T1 represents the threshold Tem used to distinguish between rain and sleet, T2
represents the threshold Tem used to differentiate between snow and sleet, and Ta denotes
the air Tem.

M = DDF·PDD (15)

where M represents the amount of snow melt (mm); DDF refers to the degree-day factor;
PDD represents the sum of the average cumulative positive Tem over a specific time period.
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2.3.2. Analysis Method

Determination coefficient (R2) was employed to understand the overall correlation
between the driving factors and WS (Equation (16)). The correlation is significant when
p-value is lower than 0.05.

R2 =


n
∑

i=1
(yi − y)( fi − f )√

1
n

n
∑

i=1
(yi − y)( fi − f )

2



2

(16)

where n is the number of time steps, yi and fi are the WS and an individual driving factor
on the ith time step, respectively, and y and f are the mean WS and an individual driving
factor, respectively.

For the influencing factors of the overall interannual WSC in the TRHR, multiple linear
regression analysis was used. In addition, we defined the factor that causes the greatest
WSC at each pixel as the predominant influencing factor on WSC at that pixel [50,51]. The
steps are as follows:
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(1) A reference scenario (S0) was established, considering changes in all influencing
factors, including Pre, ET0, LULC, FG, and SC changes. Subsequently, five sensitivity
scenarios (sensitivity scenarios A) were created, which are scenarios that consider
only changes in Pre (S1), changes in ET0 (S2), changes in FG (S3), changes in SC (S4),
and changes in LULC (S5). By analyzing the trends in WS simulated in S0 and the
five sensitivity scenarios, it was possible to understand the effect of each factor on WS.
A positive trend signifies a rise in WS, whereas a negative trend indicates a decline
in WS. This analysis helps to evaluate the impact of each factor on WS (whether it
promotes or inhibits WS).

(2) Five more sensitivity scenarios (sensitivity scenarios B) were established, where a
single influencing factor remains unchanged. These scenarios include only Pre is
unchanged (S1′), only ET0 is unchanged (S2′), only FG is unchanged (S3′), only SC is
unchanged (S4′), and only LULC is unchanged (S5′). Table 2 shows the model inputs
for each scenario.

(3) To obtain the contribution of each factor to WSC, the absolute value of the difference
between the WS modelled by S0 and the five scenarios of sensitivity scenario B was
calculated. The largest one of absolute values of the contribution was taken as the
dominant factor influencing the WSC at that pixel.

Table 2. Model inputs and change trend of modelled WS of each scenario.

Scenarios Constant Inputs Inputs for Change from 1981 to 2020 Change Trend of WS (mm/year)

S0 - Pre, ET0, FG, SC, LULC 0.45
S1 ET0, FG, SC, LULC Pre 0.75
S2 Pre, ET0, FG, SC, LULC ET0 −0.44
S3 Pre, ET0, FG, SC, LULC FG 0.02
S4 Pre, ET0, FG, SC, LULC SC −0.03
S5 Pre, ET0, FG, SC, LULC LULC −0.02
S1′ Pre ET0, FG, SC, LULC -
S2′ ET0 Pre, FG, SC, LULC -
S3′ FG Pre, ET0, SC, LULC -
S4′ SC Pre, ET0, FG, LULC -
S5′ LULC Pre, ET0, FG, SC -

2.3.3. Trend Analysis Method

Trends in WS, annual average Tem, annual Pre, and annual ET0 from 1981 to 2020
were examined through linear regression analysis (Equation (17)). Spatial trend analysis is
conducted for individual pixels to investigate any changes in trends.

Slope =
n

n
∑

i=1
(iVi)−

n
∑

i−1
i

n
∑

i−1
Vi

n
n
∑

i=1
i2 − (

n
∑

i=1
i)2

(17)

where n represents the number of years (n = 40 here), i ranges from 1 to n, and Vi signifies
the value of the variable in year i. If the slope (Slope) is greater than 0, it indicates an
increasing trend in the variable throughout the study period. Conversely, if the slope is less
than 0, it signifies decreasing trend. The p value is used as the criterion for significant test
with a significance threshold of 0.05.

2.3.4. Method for Spatial Division of WS Importance

The importance of WS in the TRHR was classfied by the quantile classification method
in ArcGIS based on the Technical Guidelines for the Delineation of Red Line for Ecological
Protection developed by [18].
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3. Results
3.1. Spatiotemporal Variation in Water Storage
3.1.1. Spatial Distribution of Annual Water Storage

The increase in WS occurs from northwest to southeast according to the pattern of Pre
(Figures 3 and 4b). The WS ranges from 0 to 500 mm, and the area occupied by each range
decreases as the WS increases. The majority of the WS falls within the range of 0–100 mm,
accounting for 49.10% of the region. This range is predominantly distributed in the eastern
and northern YAR and YER. The range of 100–200 mm represents 27.70% of the TRHR and
is distributed in the northeastern, southeastern, and southern YAR, as well as in the eastern
and central–southern YER. The range of 200–300 mm accounts for 12.30% of the total area
and is mainly distributed in the eastern and southern parts of the YAR and YER, as well as
in the southeast of the LAR. The range of 300–400 mm occupies only 4.6% of the TRHR,
which is mainly distributed in the southwestern YER and southwestern LAR.
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3.1.2. Change in Annual Average Water Storage

The WS exhibited an upward trend in fluctuation from 1981 to 2020, at a rate of
0.56 mm/year (Figure 5). The muti-year average WS within the TRHR was 35.46 mm,
constituting 24.93% of the annual Pre. The maximum WS occurred in 2012 (184.49 mm),
while the minimum occurred in 2001 (69.03 mm).
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Figure 5. Interannual variation in annual average Pre, ET0, Tem, and WS from 1981 to 2020.

Although the overall WS in the TRHR increased from 1981 to 2020, the spatial changes
varied from northwest to southeast, with a significant upward trend, a non-significant
upward trend, a non-significant downward trend, and a significant downward trend in
that order (Figure 6b). The area exhibiting a positive trend in WS amounted to 60.04%,
whereas the portion displaying a negative trend accounted for 34.76%. Among the areas
with significant changes, 51.19% of the total area showed significant trends, with 36.39%
significantly increasing and 14.80% significantly decreasing. The areas with no significant
changes in WS accounted for 43.61%, of which 23.44% exhibited non-significant increasing
trends and 20.17% displayed non-significant decreasing trends. The regions demonstrating
increasing trends in WS were predominantly found in the YAR, as well as the western and
northern YER, with a small portion in the northwestern LAR. The rate of increase varied
between 0 and 7 mm/year, and the area experiencing high-speed increase (4–7 mm/year)
accounted for 6.66% of the TRHR, primarily located in the northern YAR (Figure 6a). The
area of medium-speed increase (2–4 mm/year) accounted for 14.05% and was distributed
in the northwestern TRHR. The low-speed increasing (0–2 mm/year) region accounted
for 39.12% and was located in the southeastern YAR and western and northern YER. Both
the areas of high-speed and medium-speed increase all passed the significance test. The
regions exhibiting a decreasing trend were located in the LAR and central and north-
western YER. The decreasing rate range is −10–0 mm/year. The areas with high-speed
decrease (−10–6 mm/year) accounted for 2.30% of the TRHR and were primarily located
within a small portion of the southeastern YER. The areas with medium-speed decrease
(−6–−3 mm/year) accounted for 10.54% of the TRHR and were located in the southeastern
YER and southern LAR. The regions with low-speed decrease (−3–0 mm/year) accounted
for 22.61% and were located in the central YER and most of the LAR. Both the locations of
high-speed and medium-speed decrease were significant decrease areas.
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Figure 6. Change trends (a) and significant test (b) of water storage during 1981–2020 (Hd denotes
decreasing in high-speed, Md represents medium-speed, Ld, refers to low-speed, Hi represents
increasing in high-speed, Mi denotes increasing in medium-speed, Li stands for increasing in low-
speed, Si denotes significant increase, Ni represents non-significant increase, Sd refers to significant
decrease, Nd stands for non-significant decrease, and WG is water and glacier).

3.2. Main Driving Factors of Water Storage

Figure 5 illustrates the annual average air Tem, annual Pre, annual ET0, and annual WS
of the TRHR during 1981–2020. The annual mean air Tem showed an upward trend in the
last 40 years (0.05 ◦C/year). The mean multi-year Tem was 0.25 ◦C, with the highest Tem
recorded in 2016 (1.42 ◦C) and the lowest Tem recorded in 1983 (−1.22 ◦C). The average
annual Pre was 459.91 mm, with an increasing rate of 1.43 mm/year. The highest annual Pre
was observed in 1989 (557.26 mm), whereas the lowest was observed in 2002 (392.66 mm).
The average ET0 was 1026.53 mm, exhibiting an upward trend of 3.15 mm/year. The peak
ET0 value was in 2002 (1132.79 mm), while the lowest value was in 1983 (900.62 mm). Based
on a multiple linear regression analysis, the overall WS in the TRHR from 1981 to 2020
was found to be most influenced by Pre (R2 = 0.81, p < 0.05). ET0 also had an influence
(R2 = 0.32, p < 0.05), but air Tem did not show a significant effect (R2 = 0.02, p > 0.05).

The trends in WS simulated by S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5 from 1981 to 2020 are shown in
Figure 7a. The trend of S1 is generally similar to that of S0. Both scenarios show an upward
trend (4.5 mm/10 year and 7.5 mm/10 year, respectively), indicating that Pre promotes
WS. S2 shows a decrease at a rate of 4.4 mm/10 year, indicating that ET0 inhibits WS. In
comparison to S1 and S2, the changes observed in S3, S4, and S5 are relatively minor. S3
demonstrates a marginal increase with a rate of 0.2 mm/10 year, while S4 and S5 display
decreasing trends (−0.3 mm/10 year and −0.2 mm/10 year). This suggests that change in
permeability of FG contributes to changes in WS, while SC and LULC inhibit WS. However,
the effects of these factors are relatively small compared to Pre and ET0 in. When the rate
of WSC for each sensitivity scenario is combined, it still does not reach the level of the S0.
This indicates that the WS in the TRHR is also affected by other human activities. These
additional influences result in an increase in WS at a rate of 2.8 mm/10 years.

The analysis of the dominant influencing factors on WSC in each pixel provides more
detailed insights into the underlying causes of the changes in WS in different locations
within the TRHR (Figure 7b). Further, 32.62% of the TRHR is primarily influenced by
Pre, which is predominantly concentrated in the LAR and northwestern YAR, with less
distribution in the YER. The trend of Pre changes in these areas is consistent with that of
the WS. In other words, an upward (or downward) trend in Pre leads to an upward (or
downward) trend in WS (Figures 4e and 6).
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The area mainly influenced by LULC accounted for 19.69% of the TRHR and is not
concentrated in a specific region, which was directly related to changes in LULC patterns.
The distribution of areas with changes in LULC in the TRHR was more sporadic during
the periods of 1980–1990, 1990–1995, 1995–2000, and 2015–2020. However, the LULC
values were almost unchanged during the periods of 2000–2005, 2005–2010, and 2010–2015
(Figure 8). In general, areas changed from unused land to grass, which accounted for
30.65% of the TRHR. This was followed by the conversion of grass into unused land, which
accounted for 26.54% of the TRHR. The conversion between grass and forest remained
relatively stable, at 8.32% and 8.40%, respectively, while the other land use types had
relatively minor changes (Table 3). The unit WS increased by 155.6 mm in the areas
converted from grass to unused land, while it decreased by 159.8 mm in the areas converted
from unused land to grass. The unit WS in the areas converted from grass to forest increased
by 63.7 mm, while it decreased by 63.3 mm in the areas converted from forest to grass.
Additionally, the unit WS in the areas converted from forest to unused land increased
by 13.3 mm, while it decreased by 137.6 mm in the areas converted from unused land
to forest. The areas converted from grass to plowland decreased by 11.3 mm in terms of
unit WS but increased by 13.5 mm in the areas converted from plowland to grass. These
findings indicate that areas without vegetation cover have a higher WS capacity compared
to areas with vegetation cover. For areas covered by vegetation, the WS capacity follows a
descending order: forest, grass, and plowland. This may be attributed to increased AET
due to increased vegetation cover, which reduces the available water quantity.
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Table 3. LULC changes in the TRHR as a percentage of the TRHR and the resulting changes in
unit WS.

1980–1990 1990–1995 1995–2000 2015–2020

LULC
Change (%)

Unit WSC
(mm)

LULC
Change (%)

Unit WSC
(mm)

LULC
Change (%)

Unit WSC
(mm)

LULC
Change (%)

Unit WSC
(mm)

grass to unused land 6.47 162.58 6.28 161.08 8.86 154.22 4.93 144.46
unused land to grass 6.47 −160.97 9.50 −156.34 5.52 −160.47 9.16 −161.25

grass to forest 2.20 63.64 1.90 64.51 2.00 62.05 2.21 64.75
forest to grass 2.19 −63.69 2.30 −62.99 1.62 −63.30 2.29 −63.27

forest to unused land 0.12 137.29 0.10 147.49 0.07 134.86 0.07 129.57
unused land to forest 0.10 −133.80 0.09 −130.96 0.12 −152.25 0.11 −133.28

grass to plowland 0.21 −12.58 0.21 −9.65 0.14 −13.61 0.23 −9.37
plowland to grass 0.17 12.19 0.16 16.28 0.17 11.22 0.21 14.57

The region primarily impacted by ET0 comprises 18.49% of the TRHR. It is predomi-
nantly situated in the southeast of the YER and LAR, where ET0 experiences significant
increases at a high rate, and WS shows a decreasing trend (Figures 4f and 6). It shows that
augmentation of ET0 results in a decline in WS. The area mainly affected by fFG accounts
for 17.05% of the TRHR. It is predominantly found in the eastern YAR and northern YER.
These areas exhibit an overall rising Tem trend (Figure 4d), with the YAR experiencing a
more pronounced rate of warming. Conversely, the northern YER, which is mainly affected
by FG, shows a comparatively slower rate of warming. Nonetheless, the air Tem remains
relatively high, ranging from 0 to 9 ◦C (Figure 4a). Warmer temperatures will increase the
hydraulic conductivity of the soil [52], increase water infiltration, and thus increase WS.

The region primarily impacted by SC constituted 6.64% of the TRHR. Within the LAR,
the areas influenced by SC exhibited temperatures ranging from −4 to 0 ◦C, whereas, in the
YER, the temperatures ranged from −6 to 0 ◦C. Consequently, snowfall was the primary
form of Pre in these areas [47,48]. The sublimation process outweighed the ablation process,
resulting in a reduction in WS.

3.3. Spatial Division of Water Storage Importance

The important classifications for the five levels of WS were established: <29 mm for
grade I, 29–75 mm for grade II, 75–127 mm for grade III, 127–206 mm for grade IV, and
>206 mm for grade V (Figure 9).
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Class V are predominantly located in the eastern and southern YAR, southern YER,
and eastern and southern LAR (counties: southern Golmud, Zaduo, southeastern Yushu,
Nangqian, southern Chengduo, southern Qumalai, southern Maqin, southern Henan,
Gande, southern Dari, Jiuzhi, and Banma). Most of these areas exhibit a significantly
high rate of decline in WS (Figure 6). Class IV are primarily distributed in the eastern
and southern YAR, southern and central YER, and southeastern LAR (counties: Golmud,
Zaduo, Nangqian, Yushu, northern Qumailai, northern Dari, Gande, Maqin, Henan, Zeku,
and Tongren). Similarly, these areas experience decreasing trends in WS (Figure 9). Class III
are mainly situated in the northeastern and southern YAR, the central–southern YER, and
central LAR (counties: northern Zhiduo, eastern and western Qumalai, Zaduo, northern
Nangqian, Yushu, northern Chengduo, southern Maduo, northern Dari, western Gande,
Maqin, Henan, and Zeku). With the exception of Qumalai and Maduo, the remaining
areas generally display decreasing trends. Class II are primarily found in the western
and central–southern YAR, as well as western YER (counties: western Golmud, Zhiduo,
Qumalai, Maduo, and northern Zaduo), with a greater number of WS showing an increasing
trend. Class I is mainly distributed in the YAR and western and northern YER (counties:
Golmud, Zhiduo, northern Qumalai, northern Xinghai, Gonghe, Guinan, Guide, northern
Jianzha, and northern Tongde). The WS capacity in these regions demonstrates a significant
increasing trend. In general, the YAR is predominantly classified as Level I, II, and III,
while the YER increased from Level I to Level V from north to south, and the LAR is mainly
categorized as Level IV and V.

4. Discussion
4.1. Main Driving Factors of Water Storage

Previous studies have consistently demonstrated that WS increases with Pre and
decreases with ET0 [9,18,23]. However, WS is impacted by a confluence of factors, and
the primary factors vary across different regions. Xu et al., found that Pre is the most
prominent factor influencing WS in the Qilian Mountains [9]. Bai et al. found that climate
change yields more substantial influence on WS than LULC in Kentucky, USA [53]. Wang
et al.’s study showed that other human activities were the primary factor contributing to
the decline in WS from 1960 to 2016, with climate change as a secondary factor [31]. While
these studies have provided insights into the contributions of various factors to the study
areas, they have not explored the primary driving factors in each specific region spatially.

There have been several research studies about the spatiotemporal changes and in-
fluence factors of WS in the TRHR. The research conducted by Xue et al. indicated that,
from 1981 to 2019, TRHR’s WS exhibited an upward trend. This notable trend was accom-
panied by a regional distribution that increased progressively from northwest to southeast.
Moreover, the findings indicated that heightened levels of Pre would contribute to an
augmentation in WS [30]. The outcomes of our study align with previous research con-
ducted in the Three-River Headwaters National Park and the QTP [31,54]. Nevertheless,
the findings of this work differ from previous studies in several aspects. Firstly, none
of the aforementioned studies took into account the effects of FG and SC on WS. When
analyzing the factors affecting WS, they primarily focused on climate elements, LULC, and
topographic characteristics. However, the significance of SC, as a key influencing factor for
WS in Class V and Class IV, cannot be disregarded. With the ongoing climate warming, the
effect of FG on WS cannot be ignored. Zhao et al. demonstrated that neglecting the effect of
SC would result in an overestimation of the average annual WS in TRHR by 13 mm/year).
Similarly, disregarding the effect of FG would lead to an average overestimation of WS
by 6 mm/year) [34]. SC change decreased WS at a rate of 0.3 mm/10 yr, while FG change
increased WS at a rate of 0.2 mm/10 year. Although the latter occurs at a slower rate, it
should not be disregarded over larger areas and over longer time scales. Furthermore,
Wang et al.’s study concluded that an increase in NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index) leads to an increment in WS [31]. Xue et al. found that the unit WS of each LULC
of the TRHR is forest, grass, plowland, and other types in descending order [30]. In this
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research, the ranking order of WS remained the same for forest, grass, and plowland, except
that converting grass or forest into unused land increased the WS capacity. Unused land
mainly refers to areas with less than 5% vegetation cover, while grass encompasses areas
with 5–50% vegetation cover. The results of previous studies mentioned above indicate that
an increase in vegetation cover results in an augmentation of WS, whereas the findings of
this paper demonstrate the opposite. Numerous studies have provided evidence that vege-
tation greening has the effect of reducing water yield through the promotion of AET. In the
study by Bai et al., it was revealed that vegetation greening resulted in an elevation of AET
and a concurrent reduction in water yield in China during 1982–2014 [55]. Additionally, it
was estimated that the grass wetland and forest of the QTP would experience an increase
of 1.04%, 6.01%, and 0.07%, respectively, from 2010 to 2030 [54]. However, this expansion in
vegetation is expected to result in a slight decrease in water yield by 0.007% [56]. Research
conducted in the Yangtze River Basin has demonstrated that climate change masks the
impacts of vegetation greening on water quantity, and that land “greening” accelerates the
regional hydrological cycle through increased AET, resulting in an augmented risk of water
scarcity [33]. Similarly, Liu et al., revealed that increased vegetation of the Yellow River led
to a substantial increase in AET, consequently decreasing water yield [57].

4.2. Implications for Water Management

Currently, the research on the factors influencing WS primarily focuses on analyzing
the overall factors affecting regional WS without specifically examining the main reasons
for WSC in different parts of the region. Meanwhile, these studies often overlook the
influence of cryosphere elements on WS. Using the revised SWY that considered the effects
of FG and SC on WS, this study analyzed the principal influencing factors of WSC at a 1 km
grid scale in each pixel of the TRHR. It provides detailed maps illustrating the main factors
influencing WSC in various locations within the region. This analysis can offer more useful
information for decisionmakers.

The southwestern part of Nangqian County, southeastern part of Yushu County, and
southern parts of Dari County, Jiuzhi County, and Banma County are classified as extremely
and highly important regarding WS, and it is crucial to protect these areas. However, these
regions are experiencing a notable decline in WS, mainly due to snow sublimation and
increased ET0. Previous studies have indicated that humid climate conditions can inhibit
snow and ice sublimation [58–61]. The effect of increased vegetation on water quantity has
been a subject of debate. As mentioned in Section 4.1, most evidence suggests that increased
vegetation leads to higher AET, resulting in reduced water yield [62–64]. Nonetheless,
there is still some evidence suggesting that vegetation changes have minimal effects or may
even increase water yield, particularly in areas with humid climates [65,66]. It is worth
noting that vegetation plays a critical role in ecosystems by preventing soil erosion, storing
carbon, regulating water resources, controlling climate, and connecting the hydrosphere,
biosphere, and atmosphere [67,68]. This study concludes that converting unused land
with 5% vegetation cover to grass and forest with higher vegetation cover reduces water
yield by increasing AET. Therefore, it is inappropriate to adopt an approach of decreasing
vegetation cover to reduce the increase in AET caused by greening effects. Some researchers
have proposed strategies such as allowing natural regeneration of native vegetation and
avoiding the use of fast-growing non-native vegetation species in vegetation restoration
and greening to minimize water consumption while achieving soil erosion control and
ecological restoration [66–68]. It is noteworthy that, while the greening of vegetation
enhances AET, the land–atmosphere system is a fully interconnected system. Focusing
solely on the rise in AET attributed to vegetation restoration as a separate factor influencing
the observed climatic elements would amplify the adverse impacts of vegetation restoration
on surface water availability [69]. The increase in WS can be attributed to the increase in
Pre exceeding the increase in AET. Over the long term, the amplification of Pre caused by
the greening of vegetation, influenced by atmospheric circulation, in turn, supports and
enhances WS. This crucial feedback process is frequently disregarded. Henceforth, in the
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analysis of the effect of vegetation on WS, it is imperative to acknowledge the feedback of
vegetation to Pre. From a perspective of long-term sustainability, the greening of vegetation
will foster favorable conditions for WS.

4.3. Limitations of This Study

Firstly, although the InVEST model, as the most popular ecosystem service model,
possesses a relatively simple structure and is user-friendly, it lacks the complexity of
traditional hydrological models. The SWY employed in this study does not encompass
intricate hydrophysical processes, which introduces uncertainties into the model outputs.
Secondly, the model fails to explicitly incorporate the effect of human activities on WS,
which are mainly grazing in the TRHR [70]. Thirdly, the current model used here accounts
for the effects of cryosphere elements on WS, excluding glaciers. However, there are
1238 glaciers in the TRHR, covering approximately 1218 km2 with a total glacier volume
of around 87.66 km3. Although this comprises a relatively minute fraction of the TRHR
(0.33%) [71], it is crucial to consider this aspect from a more accurate perspective. Fourthly,
the incorporated frozen module in this model primarily focuses on the effect of changes in
FG permeability on WS. However, the hydrological processes of the FG are complex, such
as the contribution of ablation to runoff and the increased water storage capacity resulting
from the thickening of the active layer, which should be considered comprehensively [72,73].
Finally, given that the input data of SWY consist of ET0 data, rather than AET data, the ET0
data are employed in the examination of the factors influencing WSC through sensitivity
analysis. The means of improvement in a future study could be as follows: integrating
glacier melt into models, analyzing FG and AET on WS utilizing remote sensing data,
and taking into account the repercussions of grazing on WS in the TRHR by fieldwork
and sampling.

5. Conclusions

This study analyzes the spatiotemporal changes and driving factors regarding WSC
in the TRHR, employing a revised SWY that takes the effects of FG and SC on WS into
account. The conclusions are as follows:

From 1981 to 2020, the TRHR experienced an overall increase in WS, which generally
exhibited a spatial pattern increasing from northwest to southeast. The spatial changes
within the area showed a significant increasing trend, followed by a non-significant in-
creasing trend, a non-significant decreasing trend, and a significant decreasing trend from
northwest to southeast, in that order, with respective proportions of 36.39%, 23.44%, 20.17%,
and 14.80%. The increasing Pre resulted in an increase in WS. Conversely, the intensifi-
cation of ET0 led to a reduction in WS. Climate-induced FG degradation enhanced soil
permeability, thereby increasing WS, while both SC and LULC changes resulted in a decline
in WS.

This study identified the Pre-affected region as the most expansive, encompassing
a substantial portion of the study area, amounting to 32.62% of the TRHR, followed by
LULC (19.69%), ET0 (18.49%), FG (17.05%), and SC (6.64%). Based on the spatial division of
WS importance, eastern and southern YAR, southern YER, and eastern and southern LAR
(counties: southern Golmud, Zaduo, southeastern Yushu, Nangqian, southern Chengduo,
southern Qumalai, southern Maqin, southern Henan, Gande, southern Dari, Jiuzhi, and
Banma) were classified as extremely important and highly important WS zones. These
regions exhibit a decreasing trend in WS and necessitate the attention of policymakers, who
should implement appropriate measures to protect and enhance their ecological conditions.

Although this study provides valuable insights, it is important to acknowledge certain
limitations. Firstly, uncertainties associated with the model itself should be acknowledged.
Furthermore, the effect of human activities and glaciers on WS was not explicitly taken
into account, which could have influenced the results. Additionally, the description of FG
hydrological processes may not have been comprehensive enough, highlighting the need
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for future model improvements in this regard. Addressing these limitations and enhancing
the understanding of these factors will be a key focus of our future research endeavors.
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